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INTRODUCTION 
In [8, 91, Schlessinger introduced an algebraic theory of infinitesimal defor- 
mations and gave a general proof of Grauert-Kerner’s characteristic zero result 
that the isolated singularity of the cone over the Segre embedding of P x P” 
in P~n+m-~n (n + m > 3) is rigid (that is, has no nontrivial deformations). These 
singularities were the only ones known to be rigid until the appearance of 
Schlessinger’s papers [IO, 1 I] and Svaness’ thesis [12]. In addition, Rim in [5], 
by proving the rigidity of the isolated singularity resulting from taking the union 
of two n-dimensional hyperplanes (n 2 2) meeting in a single point, showed 
that there is a rigid (irreducible) singularity of any dimension greater than or 
equal to two. In this paper we extend Rim’s example to more general sub- 
schemes. 
Our point of view is as follows: the easiest way of manufacturing singularities 
is to take unions of subschemes. So, we have asked the question, “when will the 
union of two rigid (affine) subschemes be rigid ?” The algebraic analogue of the 
union of two schemes is the fibered product of two algebras. Our main result, 
proved in Section 1, is a criterion for the rigidity of the fibered product of 
two algebras over a field. In more detail: 
THEOREM 1 (Main Rigidity Criterion). Let k be a$eld, let S, s’, T be rigid 
k-algebras essentially offinite type, and let r: S + T and n’: s’ + T be k-algebra 
surjections. Assume that depth(S + T) and depth(S’ + T) are at least two. Then, 
the jibered product R = S x T s’ is rigid if and only if the map frls,st: 
Der(S/k, S) @ Der(S’/k, S’) @ Der(T/k, T) + Der(S/k, T) @ Der(S’/k, T) 
de$ned by (d, d’, d”) ct (rd - d”r, r’d’ + d”r’), is surjective. 
(Here, “depth(S ---f T)” means the length of a maximal S-sequence in 
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Ker(S ---f T). Also, a K-algebra is “essentially of finite type” if it is a localization 
of a K-algebra of finite type.) 
As a special but useful case we then have: 
THEOREM 2. With R, S, s’, T as in Theorem 1, assume that S’ --f T is a local 
complete intersection morphism, and that depth(S’ --f T) 3 I, depth(S - T) > 2. 
Then A is rigid if and only if the map 
frls: Der(S/k, S) @ Der(T/K, T) -+ Der(S/k, T) 
dejined by (d, d”) t-+ xd - d”r is surjective. 
(A surjection A + A/I of K-algebras is called a local complete intersection 
morphism, or “1 .c.i. morphism” for short, if IP is generated by an A,-sequence, 
for every prime P of A.) 
In Section 2 we use the rigidity criterion to prove the rigidity of certain types 
of algebras (specifically, certain members of the family of algebras determined 
by monomials in an A-sequence), and look at some examples. 
Finally, in Section 3 we show that the surjectivity of the mapfr,, has a purely 
“geometrical” meaning. By analogy with the Schlessinger deformation theory, 
we define the notion of an infinitesimal deformation of a K-algebra map A -+ B 
(A and B and A + B are simultaneously deformed) and the corresponding 
notion of rigidity (“the only such deformations are trivial”). Our main result 
in this direction then is: 
THEOREM 3. Let A ---f B be a map of rigid k-algebras essentially of jnite type. 
Then A --) B is rigid if and only if fB ,A is surjective. 
It is also pointed out in Section 3 that the concept of a “rigid” map can be 
considered to be a generalization of the notion of a “stable” map, as discussed, 
for example, in [14]). 
Most of the work in this article is derived from the author’s doctoral disser- 
tation, written at Brandeis University. I would like to express my gratitude to 
my advisers, David Eisenbud and David Buchsbaum, for their encouragement 
and advice. I wish also to thank the referee for suggesting cleaner ways of 
establishing some of the proofs, and ways in which the readability of the paper 
could be improved. Also, I am indebted to Schapps’s clean description in [7] 
of the deformation spaces TI(A/k, A), for the examples on which this paper is 
based. 
For any questions concerning the Lichtenbaum-Schlessinger cohomology 
theory we refer the reader to [4]. F or e ormations and rigidity, consult [S, 93 d f 
and the excellent presentation in [2, 31. Finally, for questions pertaining to depth 
(alias “grade”), consult [I]. 
All rings in this paper are commutative with unit. 
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Notation. The following conventions will be observed throughout the paper. 
The letter k will denote a field. Also, S, S’, T will be K-algebras essentially of 
finite type, and ?T: S--f T and r’: S’ -+ T will be surjective K-algebra maps 
with kernels I resp. I’. If we set R = S x r S’, then the kernels of the surjections 
7: R + S and 7’: R --f s’ will be denoted by J resp. J’. 
I. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2 
Recall from [2] that the rigidity of a k-algebra B/k is determined completely 
by the vanishing of the cohomology group Tl(B/k, B). Also recall that 
Tl(B/k, -) = 0 if B/k is smooth, and T2(B/A, -) = 0 if A + B is an 1.c.i. 
morphism (see [4]). 
We must first establish several lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose S, s’ are k-algebras essentially of finite type. Then 
R = S x r s’ is a k-algebra locally essentially of Jinite type. 
Proof. Left to the reader. i 
LEMMA 2. Let B be an A-algebra ofjnite type, P a$nitelygeneratedpolynomial 
algebra over A, and P ---f B a surjection of A-algebras with kernel K. Then there is 
an exact sequence, for any B-module M, 
Hom,(T,(B/A, B), M) -+ Ext,l(K/K2, M) 
-+ T2(B/A, M) + Hom,(T,(B/A, B), n/r). 
Proof. Let (fi ,..., fn) and resolve K in the obvious way by means of a free 
P-module F = Pn. Let E = Ker(F + I), and let E, be the submodule of E 
generated by the trivial relations fifj - fjfi = 0. Then T,(B/A, -) resp. 
Ti(B/A, -) may be computed as the homology, resp. cohomology of the cotangent 
complex 
E/E, --f FIKF + 52,,, ap B. 
From the exact sequences 0 -+ T,(B/A, M) ---f Hom,(E/E,,, M) and 0 + 
(E + KF)IKF ---f L + T,(B/A, B) -+ 0 (where L is the kernel of FjKF + K/K2) 
and the commutative diagrams 
--f F/KF and TdAIA, B) - 0 
L EiEo ------ F,FK 
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we get, upon applying Hom,(-, M), a commutative diagram with exact rows 












ii------- Hom(T,(B;A, B), M) - Hom(l’,(B:A, B), M) -----f 0. 
An easy diagram chase then gives the result. 1 
LEMMA 3. Let M be a T-module. Then there is an exact sequence of R-modules 
0 -+ Der(Tik, M) -+ Der(S/k, M) @ Der(S’lk, M) -+ Der(R/k, M) 
-+ Tl(T/k, M) + T’(S/k, M) 0 Tl(S’/k, M) - Tl(R/k, M). 
Proof. We first define the maps, respectively, from left to right: (i) d t-t 
(d7, -dT’); (ii) (d, d’) +-+ d?r + d’.rr‘; (iii) the connecting homomorphism is either 
one of the two equivalent compositions 
Der(R/k, M) --+ Tl(S’iR, M) G T1( T/S, M) + Tl(T/k, M), 
or 
Der(R/k, M) --f Tl(S/R, M) c Tl(TiS’, M) + Tl(T/k, M), 
and where the isomorphisms are determined as follows: since R + S and 
S’ --+ T are surjective, then Tl-(S/R, M) z Homs(J/J2, M) z Hom#‘/l’2, M) E 
T1( T/S’, M) and similarly for the second isomorphism. 
(iv) This map is induced from the two obvious natural maps in the same 
way as (i); (v) This is formed like the map in (ii) from addition of the two obvious 
natural maps. 
Having defined the maps, we now make a temporary abbreviation: if B is an 
A-algebra, then the symbol “B/A” will represent the cohomology group 
T*(B/A, M). Then, there are four interconnected exact triangles (derived from 
the cohomological exact sequences in dimensions 0 and 1) as follows: 
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where the dotted arrows are the isomorphisms just constructed (for dimension 1; 
for dimension 0 they are trivially isomorphisms). Also, the four trapezoids 
contained in the diagram, whose bases are the sides of the square and the dotted 
lines, are commutative diagrams. All of the maps in the exact sequence of the 
statement of the theorem are arrows, or combinations of arrows, in this diagram. 
A simple diagram chase then establishes the result. i 
LEMMA 4 (Vanishing Criteria). (a) Ifdepth(S + T) > 1, then Tl(S/R, S) = 0, 
Der(R/k, S) s Der(S/k, S), and J’ * T2(S/R, S) = 0. 
(b) If depth(S -+ T) > 2, then in addition, T’(S/R, S) = 0 and 
Tl(R/k, S) g TI(S/k, S). 
Proof. (a) We identify I with (J’ + J)/J C S, and T with R/( J + J’). AS 
R -+ S is surjective then Tl(S/R, S) z Hom,( J/ J2, S). However, since 
JJ’ = 0, then J/ Jz is an S’-module. By assumption, (J’ + J)/J contains a 
nonzero divisor u of S, but u annihilates J/J”. Hence, Homs(J/J2, S) = 0, and 
so T’(SIR, S) = 0. Then from the sequence R/k --, S/k + SIR we get an 
exact sequence in cohomology 
0 + Der(S/R, S) + Der(S/k, S) + Der(R/k, S) + Tl(S/R, S) 
where the first derivation module vanishes since R + S is surjective and where 
Tl(SIR, S) = 0. 
Now, T,(S/R, S) E (E n JF)/EO (in th e notation of the proof of Lemma 2). 
So, J annihilates T,(S/R, S). Then if depth I > 1, then as before, 
Hom,( T,( S/R, S), S) = 0. But from Lemma 2 we have the exact sequence 
0 + Ext,l( J/ J2, S) + T2(S/R, S) + Hom,( T,(S/R, S), S). 
From this it follows that T2(S/R, S) z Exts1(J/J2, S) and hence is annihilated 
by J’. 
(b) Under our assumptions, we know by part (a) that T2(S/R, S) E 
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Exts1(J/J2, S). But now there is an S-sequence of length two in I which 
necessarily annihilates J/ 12. Hence, Ext,l( J/ J2, S) = 0 (see, for example, 
[l, Appendix 3-I]). So, P(S/R, S) = 0 as well as T’(S/R, S) = 0. Then again 
using the exact sequence associated with R/k -+ S/k + S/R we have 
Tl(S/R, S) + T’(S/k, S) --f Tl(R/k, S) + T2(SIR, S) 
which completes the proof. 1 
We can now prove Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. If S/k, S/k, T/k are rigid, then Tl(S/k, S) = 0, 
T’(S’/k, S’) = 0, T’(T/k, T) = 0. By L emma 4, it follows that Tl(R/k, S) = 0 
and Tl(R/k, S’) = 0. 
From the exact sequence 0 --+ R ---f S @ S’ - T -+ 0 of R-modules, (with 
the maps defined by Y tt (TY, -T’Y) and (s, s’) tt ITS + m’s’) we get an exact 
sequence on cohomology, 
Der(R,/k, S) @ Der(R/k, S’) -% Der(R/k, T) + Tl(R/k, R) -4 0, (1) 
where the last map is a surjection since T’(R/k, S) = 0 and Tl(R/k, S’) = 0. 
Hence, R/k is rigid if and only if the map g is surjective. Note that g is given by 
(d, d’) t+ nd + n-‘d’. 
Next, let the map f: Der(S/k, S) @ Der(S’/k, S’) --f Der(R/k, T) be defined 
by (d, d’) + nd7 + v‘d’7’. Then, the diagram 





Der(S/k, S) @ Der(S’/k, S’) f- Der(R/k, T) 
is commutative. As I is an isomorphism by Lemma 4, then g is surjective if and 
only if f is surjective. 
Finally, from the exact sequence of Lemma 3, we get a commutative diagram 
with exact row 





Der(T, k, T) --J+ Der(S/k, T) @ Der(S’/k, T) & Der(RIk, T) --+ 0, 
where t is a surjection since T/k is rigid, and where p is defined as 
(d, d’) ++ (?rd, n’d’). An easy diagram chase then will verify that f is surjective if 
and only if the map 
Der(S/k, S) @ Der(S’/k, S’) @ Der(T/k, T) - Der(S/k, T) @ Der(S’/k, T) 
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defined by (d, d’, d”) ++p(d, d’) - qd” = (xd - d”rr, rr’d’ + d”r’) is surjective. 
This map is just the map fr,s,,r, and so we are done. 1 
To prove Theorem 2, we need two more lemmas. 
LEMMA 5. Let A be a local k-algebra essentially of$nite type, and I an ideal of A 
which is generated by an A-sequence. Then if A/I is a rigid k-algebra, so is A. 
Proof. Left to the reader. 1 
LEMMA 6. Suppose that A - B is an local complete intersection morphism of 
k-algebras essentially of Jinite type. Also assume that B/k is rigid. Then, the natural 
map 
Der(A/k, A) -+ Der(A/k, B) 
is surjective. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that A, B are local k- 
algebras, essentially of finite type, and that the kernel K of A -+ B is generated 
by an A-sequence, say x1 ,..., x, . Then from the exact sequence 0 + K + 
A + B + 0 of A-modules we get the exact sequence 
Der(A/k, A) + Der(A/k, B) --f T’(A/k, K). 
Hence, it is sufficient to show that Tl(A/k, K) = 0. 
Define ideals of A by Kj = (x1 ,..., xj), and let Bi = A/K, (j = 0 ,..., n). 
Hence, B, = B and B, = A. Since B/k is rigid by assumption, Lemma 5 allows 
us to conclude that TI(B,/k, BJ = 0 for all j. 
Also, we must have Tl(A/k, Bj) = 0 for all j. Indeed, from A/k + Bj/k + B,/A 
we get the exact sequence 
TI(B,/k, Bj) ---f T’(A/k, Bj) -+ T*(BJA, Bj) 
which proves this claim. 
Finally, we claim that Tl(A/k, Ki) = 0 for all j (in which case we are finished). 
We prove this by induction on j. For j = 0, 1 it is trivial. For j > 1, since 
Kj/Kj-l = [Kj-l + (x~)]/K~-~ g (xj)/Kjpl n (xj) = (x~)/K~-~x~ cg A/K,-1 = 
Bj-1, we have an exact sequence 0 -+ K,...l -+ K, ---f Bj-l-+ 0 of A-modules. 
The resulting exact sequence in cohomology gives us 
Tl(A/k, K,-J + Tl(A/k, Kj) -+ Tl(A/k, BJ 
which closes the induction. Thus in particular Tl(A/k, K) = 0. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2. (a) W e rs s fi t h ow that the conclusion of Theorem 1 
remains valid if we weaken the assumption that depth(S -+ T) 3 2 to 
depth(S’ -+ 7’) > 1, but also assume that S’ -+ T is an 1.c.i. morphism. 
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Since the case for depth(S’ + T) > 2 is already covered by Theorem 1, we may 
assume that I’ is generated by a nonzerodivisor x of S’. We return to the proof 
of Theorem 1 to see what needs altering. Under our present assumptions, 
map I is still an isomorphism, by Lemma 4, and Tl(R/k, S) = 0 since 
depth(S + 2’) > 2, again by Lemma 4. Thus, the only stumbling block which 
prevents our just repeating the proof of Theorem 1, is that Tl(R/k, S’) may not 
be zero and so we do not know that R/k is rigid if and only if the map g is 
surjective. However, extending the exact sequence (1) in the proof of Theorem 1 
a few more terms to the right gives the exact sequence 
Der(R/k, S) @ Der(R/k, S’) 9, Der(R/k, T)---+ Tl(R/k, R) -----f T’(R/k, S’) 
w Tl(R/k, T). 
This tells us that if TI(R/k, S’) + Tl(R/k, 7’) is an injection, then Der(R/k, T) + 
Tl(R/k, S) will b e surjective, and so g will be surjective if and only if R/k is 
rigid, in this case, and we can proceed as before. 
But from the sequence 0 -+ S’ -Q 5” ---f T---f 0, we get the exact sequence 
T’(Rjk, S’) L Tl(Rjk, S’) -+ TI(R/k, T). 
We see that it is enough to show that x annihilates Tl(R/k, S’). From R/k + 
S/k --f S’jR we get the exact sequence 
Tl(S’/k, S’) + Tl(R/k, 5”) --f T2(S’/R, S’) 
from which it follows that it is enough to show that x annihilates T2(S’/R, S’). 
However, by part (a) of Lemma 4, J (and hence I’) annihilates Ta(S’/R, S’), 
and so we are done. 
(b) In view of part (a) just proved, it is enough to show that when S’ 4 T 
is an 1.c.i. morphism, thenfrisVs, is surjective if and only if frls is surjective. 
However,fi,,,,, is defined by (d, d’, d”) ++ (nd - d”n-, n’d’ + d”n’). By Lemma 6, 
the map d’ H n’d’ is surjective, and therefore, fTIses, is surjective if and only if 
(d, d”) ++ ad - d”n is surjective. This map is the one we have called fT,.,- , and 
so we are done. i 
Rmark. Note that the surjectivity of frls assures the rigidity of R/k even 
without the assumption that depth(S + T) >, 1, in the statement of Theorem 2. 
The converse is not true. 
2. COROLLARIES, EXAMPLES, AND COUNTEREXAMPLES 
When our algebras S and S’ are assumed to be quotients of a common 
ambient k-algebra A (essentially of finite type), say S = A/K, S’ = A/K’, 
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T = A/(K + K’), then S x r s’ s A/K n K’, and Theorem 2 can be usefully 
restated as follows: 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose that S, S’, T are rigid, and also that the following 
conditions are satis$ed: 
(a) S is locally a complete intersection in A along T. 
(b) depth K’ > 2; depth K 2 1. 
(c) K n K’ = KK’. 
Then R = A/K n K’ is rigid if and only if fris is surjective. 
Proof. By a “local complete intersection in A along T” we mean that Kp is 
generated by an A,-sequence for every prime P of A which contains K + K’. 
We may harmlessly reduce to the local case in the usual way. In view of 
Theorem 2, we need only show that T is a complete intersection in S’; that is, 
I’ = (K + K’)/K’ is generated by an S-sequence. The proof of this is fairly 
familiar and so we only sketch it. 
Let Ki = (xi ,..., xi) (i = l,..., n), where x1 ,..., X, is an A-sequence which 
generates K, and let Ai = A/K, . Also recall that TorlA(S, AJ g K’ n KJK’K, . 
Using the exact sequences 0 ---f Ai %G Ai + Ai+l + 0 (z’ = 71 - I,..., 1) and 
the long exact sequences in TorIA induced by these sequences, Nakayama’s 
lemma tells us that K’ n Ki = K’K, (i = l,..., n). From this fact it is a simple 
matter to show that x1 ,..., x, is an A-sequence on A/K’, and hence that 
T = A/(K + K’) is a complete intersection in S’ = A/K’. i 
By immediate application of Theorem 2, there are two cases in which our 
criterion immediately implies rigidity. 
COROLLARY 2. Let S -+ T, 5” + T be 1.c.i. morphisms, with depth(S --f T) > 1, 
depth(S ---f T) > 2, and where S, S, Tare rigid. Then R = S x T S is rigid. 
Proof. By Theorem 2, R/k is rigid if and only if frls is surjective. By 
Lemma 6, fTls is surjective. 1 
COROLLARY 3. Using the notation of Corollary 1, suppose that A, S, S’, Tare 
smooth k-algebras, that depth K’ > 2, depth K > 1. Then R/k is rigid. 
We now turn our attention to a type of algebra of great interest in commutative 
ring theory, namely, those algebras which are the quotient of an algebra A by an 
ideal which is generated by a set of monomials of the form x3 *** xk for x1 ,..., x, , 
an A-sequence, and i r ,..., i, nonnegative integers. In [13], for example, Taylor 
shows that certain types of monomial algebras are perfect. Since other types of 
perfect algebras, such as the coordinate rings of the determinantal varieties, 
have been shown to be rigid [12], it is natural to ask whether a similar thing 
can be true for monomial algebras. We show that certain local monomial algebras 
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are rigid, although these are not the ones which Taylor’s thesis shows to be 
perfect. To be more precise, we will apply our rigidity criterion to those particular 
local algebras which are constructed by taking an A-sequence, dividing it up into 
several mutually disjoint parts, and then multiplying the parts together. 
COROLLARY 4. Let A be a local k-algebra essentially of jinite type. Let y1 ,..., yn 
be an A-sequence with p 2 2s + 1 for some s 3 1. Divide y1 ,,.., yD up into s + I 
mutually disjoint subsequences, s of which have length at least two, and denote the 
ideals of A generated by these subsequences by I,, , I1 , . . . . I, . Then if A/( y1 , . . , , yD) 
is rigid, so is A/I,, n a** n I, = AlI0 *.a I,. 
Proof. For convenience we assume that I,, is generated by the subsequence 
which may possibly have length only one. We will also find it convenient here 
to use our rigidity criterion in the form of Corollary 1. 
The proof is by induction on s. For s = 2, we have A/I, n I, g S x T S’ 
where S’ = A/I,, , S = A/I, , T = A/& + II). Then depthI, 3 2, depth 
I, >, 1, T/k is rigid by assumption, and S/k, S’/k are rigid by Lemma 5. Also, 
T is a complete intersection in both S and S’, so it follows that A/I,, n 1r is rigid 
by Corollary 2. 
So we assume that s > 2. Let S = A/I,, , S’ = A/I, n *.. n 1, and 
T=A/(I,,+I,n..VnI,)~S/I1* .a. Is* (where lj* = (Ii + &)/la). Then S 
is rigid by Lemma 5 and T and S’ are rigid by inductive assumption. Further, 
S is a complete intersection in A, depth I,, 3 1, depth 1; n *** n I, > 2, and 
Ib n (4 n .a-nl,) =Io(Iln~~~nI,) =IoIl~~~Is. 
Therefore by Corollary 1 it is enough to show that fTls is surjective. If we let 
L=I,n **. n 1, , then Ker(S -+ T) is (I,, + L)/IO , and so it is enough to show 
that Tl(S/k, (I,, + L)/I,,) = 0. This may be shown by setting j = s in the 
following lemma: 
LEMMA. Let K be any ideal of A which is generated by a subsequace of the 
A-sequence y1 ,..., ye that satis$es the following two conditions: it contains the 
subsequence which generates I,, , but does not contain those which generate I1 ,..., I* . 
Then: 
T+jk, Iln**‘;Ij+K) zo. 
Proof of Lemma. We proceed by induction on j. For j = 1, we show that 
Tl(S/k, (I1 + K)/K) = 0. Th is is proved in exactly the same manner as in the 
proof of Lemma 6. The details are left to the reader. 
For j > 1, we perform a subinduction on mj , the number of elements in the 
subsequence which generates Ij . For mj = 1, let y be the generator of Ij , and 
let M=I,n-..nIj-l. We then have (M n Ij + K)/K = (K + My)/K z 
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My/K n My = My/KMy E M/KM E M/K n M z (M + K)/K. Then as 
Tl(S/k, (M + K)/K) = 0 by our inductive assumption on j, we are done. 
For mj > 1, we let Jl be the ideal generated by the first I elements of the 
subsequence which generates Ii , and we let M = Ii n *.a n Ij-r . We then have 
an exact sequence 
o - K + ‘Ml, --) K + MJI+I ---t K + Ml,+, --) o 
K K K+MJ, ’ 
where after extended application of the Noether isomorphism theorems we find 
that (K + MJ,+,)/(K + MJl) LX (M + K + JL)/(K + I& So we get the exact 
sequence of cohomology, 
Tl S/k, t K>MJz)+T1(S/k, K+/Jz+l)-T1[S/k, “,‘;“). 
The first group vanishes by our inductive assumption on mj , and the third 
vanishes by our inductive assumption on j. This closes the induction on mj , 
hence also the one on j, and so finishes the proof of the theorem. 1 
One might wonder whether or not Corollary 4 could be generalized to include 
algebras which are determined by more general sets of monomials in an A- 
sequence. The existence of nonlinear powers seems to exclude the possibility of 
rigidity in the examples I have computed, but I have not been able to prove this 
in general. Even for sets of monomials of the form xi1 ,..., xi (ir ,..., i, all 
distinct), I have been unable to produce an example of a rigid a”lgebra, unless 
the set of monomials has the form of those stipulated in Corollary 4. So, are the 
monomial algebras of Corollary 4 the only rigid ones ? 
At this point it will be useful to examine the hypotheses of Theorem 2. 
Remark 1 (Necessity of the depth conditions). The depth conditions in 
Theorem 2 are truly necessary. If depthI’ = 0 and S’ is local, for example, 
then we get J = 0 and so R = S, so that R/k is automatically rigid. However, 
f TIS need not be surjective (see Remark 3 below). 
On the other hand, to see that depth(S + T) 2 2 is necessary, we recall 
two well-known examples. The union of a line and a plane along a point is rigid. 
Here, the intersection (a point) has codimension 2 in one component and 
codimension 1 in the other, which is consistent with the assumptions of 
Theorem 2. However, the union of two planes meeting in a line is not rigid. 
Here, the codimensions (depths) of the intersection in the components are both 1 
(these examples are readily computed using Schapps’ description in [7]). 
Remark 2 (Necessity of the rigidity of T/k). Although examples can easily 
be contrived to show this, the following “converse” to Theorem 1 is perhaps 
more pertinent. 
481/46/I-4 
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PROPOSITION 1. Suppose S/k, S’jk are smooth, and that depth(S -+ T), 
depth(S’ -+ T) 2 1. Then if R = S x T s’ is rigid, so is T/k. 
Proof. Returning to the proof of Theorem 1, we have the diagram (2). 
Extending the exact sequence one more term to the right, we have 
Der(S/k, T) @ Der(S’/k, T) L-+ Der(R/k, T) + Tl(T/k, T) 4 0, 
where the last map is a surjection because Tl(S/k, T) = 0, T’(S’/k, T) = 0. 
From the exact sequence (1) the fact that Tl(R/k, R) = 0 tells us that g is 
surjective. Since depth(S + T), depth(S’ + T) 3 I, then I is still an iso- 
morphism, so the map f is also surjective, hence must also the map t, which 
then yields Tl(T/k, T) = 0, as desired. 1 
Remark 3 (Nonsurjectivity of frcTIs). Instances when the map frIs of 
Theorem 2 is not surjective (and hence when the rigidity of R/k is impossible) 
are easy to come by. 
Indeed, assume that S is a local k-algebra and that T is its residue field. 
Under the assumption that S/k, T/k are rigid, it follows that T is a finite 
separable extension of k (if S is essentially of finite type over k, of course), hence 
Der(T/k, T) = 0. The map fTIs is then just the map 
Homs(Qs,k , S) - HomT(SZ,lk OS T, T). 
Since Qs,k as T is a finite-dimensional vector space over the field T, say of 
dimension m, we examine the map (frls)“, which will be surjective if and only 
if frls is surjective. 
Assume that fTls is surjective. Then let Q,,, OS T---f T” be an isomorphism 
of vector spaces, and lift it via (fT,s)m to a map 1: Sz,,, ---f Sm. Since I @ T is an 
isomorphism, Nakayama’s lemma tells us that 1 is an isomorphism, and so Qs,, 
is free. Since also T/k is separable, then S/k is smooth. 
Thus, f T/S will be surjective if and only if S/k is smooth. Thus, any union of 
the projecting cone of the Segre embeddings, with any smooth k-scheme passing 
through the unique (rigid) singularity, will newer be rigid. 
Remark 4 (application to irreducibles). Our rigidity criterion may in some 
cases be applied to irreducible schemes, since our proofs still go through if 
we replace “essentially of finite type” by “homomorphic image of a Noetherian 
formal power series algebra over k.” Indeed, if (S, N) is a local domain, and S 
denotes the N-adic completion of S, then it is known that 
TI(S/k, S) OS 3 = T’@/k, 3) 
([4] or [6, Corollary 3.13(d)]). S’ mce S is faithfully flat over S, then S/k is rigid 
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of and only if g/k is rigid. The components of Spec 3 are the analytic branches 
of S. If, say, there are two branches, both rigid and satisfying the conditions 
of the theorem, then S is rigid. 
3. RIGIDITY OF EMBEDDINGS 
Theorem 2 shows that the question of whether or not unions of Spec S along 
Spec T (with other suitably well-behaved schemes) are rigid, is an intrinsic 
property of the embedding Spec T -+ Spec S, rather than being a case-by-case 
situation. We ask, What is the geometric meaning of this intrinsic property ? 
In this section we develop enough of a Schlessinger deformation theory of algebra 
homomorphisms to show that it is the property of the “rigidity” of an embedidng. 
Since for the most part this involves a mere reworking of the Schlessinger theory, 
most proofs are left to the reader. 
In what follows, k will as usual denote a field (although most of our consi- 
derations do not require this assumption). 
1”. Deformations of Algebra Morphisms 
Let f: B -+ B’ be a map of k-algebras, a set-up which we will abbreviate by 
B’/B/k. Then, if A ---f k is a ring morphism with nilpotent kernel, an A- 
deformation D’/D/A (infinitesimal) of u is a map 4: D + D’ of A-algebras, 
where D and D’ are flat as A-modules, together with iosmorphisms of k-algebras 
D@,k-B, D’ @/, k g B’ 




B f - B’ 
commutes. Notice that if f is surjective, then so is 4 (so that a deformation of a 
closed embedding is a closed embedding). 
If it happens that A is also a k-algebra, and A -+ k is a map of k-algebras, 
then the morphism f @ A: B Ok A - B’ Ok A determines an A-deformation 
off, called the triwial deformation. 
Two A-deformations $: D -+ E and 4’: D’ -+ E’ off are said to be equivalent 
if there are A-algebra isomorphisms D G D’, E s E’ such that the diagrams 
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D -6- E D@,kgD’@,k E@,kGEE’@,k 
commute. The set of equivalence classes is denoted by Def(B’/B/k, A). 
A k-algebra map f: B --+ B’ is called rigid if for every surjection A + k of 
k-algebras with nilpotent kernel, every A-deformation is equivalent to the trivial 
A-deformation (equivalently, #Def(B’/B/k, A) = 1 for all such A). 
2”. Extensions and Derivations of Algebra Morphisms 
Given a k-algebra mapf: B + B’, a B’lB-module M’/M is a map u: M + M’ 
of abelian groups, where M is a B-module and M’ is a B’-module, such that for 
all b E B, m E M, u(bm) = fb * urn (or: M @s B’ -+ M’ is a map of B/-modules). 
A morphism t’lt: Ml/M -+ W/N is a B’-module map t’: M’-+ N’ and a 
B-module map t: M ----f N such that vt = t’u (for v: N---f N’). The category of 
B’/B-modules and maps is abelian, and is denoted by Mod(B’/B). 
Given a B’/B-module M’IM, an injinitesimal extension of B’IB by M’IM is a 
commutative diagram of exact sequences 
o-+iL!--+E-+B--0 
4 4 jl 
0-+M’-+E’-+B’dO. 
where the top row is an infinitesimal extension of B by M, and the bottom row 
an infinitesimal extension of B’ by M’. Also, $ is assumed to be a map of 
k-algebras. As an abbreviation, we also write: O/O + M’/M - E’/E --f 
B’/B + O/O. The trivial extension of B’IB by M’IM is 
O/O + M’jM + B’[M’]/B[M] - B’/B - O/O 
where B’[M’] and B[M] are rings of dual numbers, and the map B[M] ----f B’[M’] 
is the obvious one induced by f and u. An equivalence of two extensions of B’IB 
by M’/M is a commutative diagram of the form 
0,O -- M’IM 4 EYE -- B’IB -- O/O 
Ii Ii? I! 
o/o 4 M’IM w F’.% -- B’/B -- O/O. 
The set of equivalence classes of extensions is denoted by Exl(B’/B/k, W/M). 
It is an abelian group (in fact, a B-module), with the zero element being the 
equivalence class of the trivial extension. The details are left to the reader. 
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Finally, given a B’/B-module Ml/M, a k-derivation d’ld: B’/B ---f M’IM is a 
pair of k-derivations d’: B ’ -+ M’ and d: B -+ M such that ud = d *f. The set 
of such derivations forms an abelian group (in fact, a B-module) and is denoted 
by Der(B’/B/k, M//M). 
LEMMA 7. There is a natural bijection 
Exl(B’/B/k, B’/B) g Def(B’/B/k, k[e]) 
where k is a Jield. 
Proof. Left to the reader. B 
LEMMA 8. There is a six-term exact sequence of B-modules 
0 + Der(B’/B/k, M’iM) - Der(B/k, M) @ Der(B’/k, M’) -+ Der(B/k, M’) 
+ Exl(B’/B/k, M’/M) -+ Exl(B/k, M) @ Exl(B’,‘k, M’) + Ex’(B/k, M’), 
for any B’lB-module M’IM. 
Proof. We define the maps respectively from left to right as they appear 
in the sequence, and leave the verifications to the reader. (1) d’jd i-t (d, d’); 
(2) (d, d’) ++ ud - d’f; (3) d: B tt M’ goes to the class of the extension 
O/O -+ M’IM -+ B’[M’]/B[M] -+ B’/B ---f O/O, 
where the algebra map B[M] + B’[M’] is defined by (b, m) t+ (fb, urn - db); 
(4) this map is defined by the obvious projections; (5) this map is the one induced 
by subtraction of the two obvious natural maps. 1 
LEMMA 9. Let k be a jeld. Then, j B + B’ is rigid ;f and only if 
Exl(B’/B/k, B’/B) = 0. 
Proof. The details are exactly analogous to those of the proof of 
Theorem 2.1.2 in [2]. The only piece of machinery needed which we have not 
already developed, is the property of invariance under flat base change: given a 
k-algebra k’, and letting C = B ol, k’, C’ = B’ Ok k’ and f @ k’: C -+ C’, 
there is the obvious natural map of B-modules Exl(C’/C/k’, IV/N) -+ 
Exl(B’/B/k, N’/N) for any C/C-module N’IN. Now, if we assume that either k’ 
is flat over k, or that B and B’ are both flat over k, then this map is an iso- 
morphism. This is easily proved as follows: under these assumptions, the maps 
Ex’(C’/k’, -) ---f Ex’(B’/k, -) and Exl(C/k’, -) -+ Exl(B/k, -) are bijective, 
by the invariance property for the ordinary cotangent functors. Lemma 8 gives 
us two exact sequences, one corresponding to C/C/k and the other to B’/B/k; 
the various maps just listed are compatible with these two exact sequences. 
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Thus from the resulting cohomology ladder, the result follows from the five 
lemma. The details are left to the reader. [ 
And at last, here is the theorem we have been working for: 
Proof of Theorem 3. By Lemma 9, f: A + B is rigid if and only if 
Exl(B/A/k, B/A) = 0. From the exact sequence of Lemma 8 and the rigidity of 
B/k and A/k, we get the exact sequence 
Der(B/k, B) @ Der(A/k, A) - jB”- Der(A/k, B) ------f Exl(B/Ajk, B/A), 
where the last map is a surjection. From this the theorem immediately follows. 1 
Remark (stable maps). Let A, B be k-algebras essentially of finite type and 
A --+ B a k-algebra map. Assume that B/k is rigid. From A/k -+ B/k -+ B/A 
we get the commutative diagram with exact row 
Der(A/k, A) 
1 \ 
Der(B/k, B) ------+ Der(A/k, B) - Tl(B,‘A, B) - 0 
which tells us that fBIA is surjective if and only if the map h is surjective. 
However, according to [14], when A/k and B/k are smooth and A -+ B is 
essentially of finite type, then A + B is a “stable” map if and only if the map h 
above is surjective. Thus, to a certain extent, “rigidity” can be considered to be 
a generalization of “stability.” 
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